The U.S. Handicapable Square Dance Conventions adhere to the Handicapable Call Lists established by Handilab, a group of Handicapable Callers. We use two lists, one is our Basic List, and is used to call to an open floor during the Convention. There are seventeen calls on this list. We also use our Advanced List when calling to a workshop or an advanced Floor.

We are listing both of these here for your benefit. If you or your club attends the Convention, you dancers should be ready to dance the Basic List. If they wish to dance during an advanced session they will need to dance the Advanced List. The same rules apply to callers while calling to these types of sessions at the Convention.

Handilab Basic Square Dance List

1. Bow (Partner, Corner)
2. Circle (Left, Right)
3. Forward Up And Back
4. Stars (Right, Left, Boys, Girls)
5. Star Promenade
6. Do-Sa-Do
7. Promenade (Couples, Single File, ½, Full)
8. Allemande Left
9. Right and Left Grand
10. Swing
11. Allemande Right
12. Pass Thru
13.Courtesy Turn
14. Ladies Chain (Two, Four)
15. Roll Promenade
16. Right and Left Thru
17. California Twirl
18. Ladies Roll Away 1/2 Sashay
19. Ladies In, Men Sashay

You may use any teaching order for the above lists.
Handilab Advanced List

20. Star Thru
21. Weave The Ring
22. U Turn Back
23. Chain Down The Line
24. Do Paso
25. Lead Right
26. Grand Square
27. Circle To A Line
28. Bend The Line
29. Walk Around The Corner
30. See Saw
31. Square Thru (2, 3, 4 Hands)
32. Dive Thru
33. Wheel Around
34. Allemande Thar
35. Shoot The Star
36. Slip The Clutch
37. Box The Gnat
38. Right Hand Ocean Wave (Hands Up At Shoulder Height)
39. Alamo Style Wave
40. Pass The Ocean
41. Swing Thru
42. Boys Run
43. Wheel and Deal
44. Flutter Wheel

You may use any teaching order for the above lists.